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Science or common sense: communication management education  
 
This open session about improving professional training courses and BA/MA programs in 
Public Relations (PR) and Political Communications (PC) was hosted by John MacDonald, 
head of sector for learning and development, DG Communication, European Commission, 
and introduced by Christian Schnee, senior lecturer in public relations at the University of 
Greenwich.  
 
Millions of students are graduating each year with degrees in PC and PR from universities and 
other education centres. They usually spend thousands of euros on different kinds of 
programme and countless hours finishing their thesis in time. Did their efforts finally pay off, 
enabling them to pursue their desired career and be perceived as competitive in the job 
market? How can we narrow the gap between education and employment? These questions 
concern not only parents but also programme directors, professors and employers.  
 
As was clearly expressed in Christian Schnee’s opening remarks, educators faced three 
main issues. The first was the question of whether these courses should become more 
academic or more vocational. Another disagreement centred on the focus of the curriculum: 
should it be based on communication skills or strategic and management understanding? 
Moreover, those running the programmes are predominantly from business backgrounds. 
These three issues successfully brought out the themes and purpose of the interactive part of 
the session. 
 
In a World Café format, the audience was divided into many small groups and raised possible 
suggestions and proposals to address these issues. Increased emphasis on content was the 
most notable advice shared. This means that strategic thinking, political awareness, and an 
understanding of the industry are crucial qualities that PR and PC students should possess in 
order for practitioners to help organisations achieve their objectives. 

Another suggestion was that in order to grasp in more detail the internal dynamics of the 
organisations, job-shadowing events could be introduced to help teachers close the gap 
between the real world and academia. Likewise, the ability to master new tools like big data in 
order to better analyse sources as well as comparing figures has gradually gained significance 
in the global digitised environment.  

Given the relatively limited budgets for public sector communication organisations, there is 
increased emphasis on the need for these organisations to be creative with what they have 
been given, while simultaneously taking into account the fact that the money comes from 
taxpayers. In his closing remarks, John MacDonald expressed a desire to encourage further 
ideas for building a better future for European communicators. 


